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Situational Analysis 

The average age of persons in Australia is increasing, with twenty-five percent 
of the overall population predicted to be in the over 65 age demographic by 
the year 2044/45 (Productivity Commission, 2005). This Information Literacy 
program has been designed to accommodate the interests of the older 
generation, and respond to the gap in information literacy amongst those over 
the age of 65.  

Users with special needs: senior citizens/older persons 

Users with special needs predominantly fall into categories of persons who 
require special education adjustments due to disability or 
mental/psychological disadvantage (Lunn & Harper, 2009). However, libraries 
identify any person in a community that has a disadvantage from others as 
requiring special needs. Senior citizens or ‘older learners’ represent a large 
population of library users that require special attention and learning 
assistance in order to overcome a lack of information literacy and 
understanding, predominantly of digital resources (Joseph, 2006). Many 
Australians over the age of 65 have had limited access or education on digital 
resources, resulting in a distinct divide and lack of knowledge in information 
literacy. Prasad (2009) also suggests that many seniors with disabilities or 
residence in aged care facilities will have less access to physical library 
collections, requiring them to become more savvy with digital information and 
online resources.  

Older persons do not necessarily fall into specific cultural or gender 
demographics. They may be male or female, native English or ESL speakers, 
from any culture or religion, and belonging to any income bracket. It can be 
assumed that many will be in the lower income or pension bracket due to 
retirement. 
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Program Host: Local public libraries 

The program will be hosted in a public library, with all users having access to 
a public access computer that will allow them to work through the Webquest 
and use ICT tools and resources. Xie & Bugg (2008) suggest that public 
libraries are suitable as learning centres for senior citizens due to their 
commitment to free public access to information, and Harding (2008) suggests 
that a public library has the unique position of having ‘lifelong contact with 
members’, which allows librarians to create rapport with patrons and provide 
support to them as they develop their IL skills in various states of their lives. In 
2009, users over the age of 55 accounted for 29% of public library users in 
Australia, making seniors the second largest demographic of public library 
patrons (after school children) (“Libraries and Archives”, 2010). Public libraries 
are already developing programs for special needs users that train them in 
ICT and digital literacy skills (Harding, 2008; Xie & Jaeger, 2008). Their 
position in the community allows them the opportunity to partner with other 
agencies, clubs and organisations in order to create programs that can be 
used by the general community (Xie & Jaeger, 2008). Xie & Bugg ( 2009) 
suggest that courses designed for older learners are best in comfortable, 
familiar environments that can be relaxed and informal, with access to 
technology and resources that students can continue lifelong learning 
practices with in the future.  
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Webquest Users: Older Learners 

According to Australian statistics, only 21% of older persons user information 
technology (“Use of information technology by older people”, 2002), and only 
3.5% of adult users (18+) in Australia using the internet at home were over the 
age of 65, suggesting that the majority of older persons who would choose to 
use the Webquest program would either not have regular computer or internet 
access at home, or would not have the knowledge or confidence to use it. 
Users who choose to participate in the Webquest may be motivated to: 

• Develop their information technology skills  
• Interact and participate in community programs 
• Develop learning in a special interest (such as family history) 
• Increase their exposure to knowledge and information via online 

databases, catalogues and digital resources    
           

Special Interest Groups 

Three distinct programs have been identified to assist older learners in 
information literacy and lifelong learning practices. Webquests should be 
designed to attract the attention and pique interest amongst users. The 
programs that have been shortlisted represent the biggest requests for 
information amongst older persons in the library (Prasad, 2009): 

• Web 2.0 and digital literacy 
• Family history, local history and genealogy 
• Health literacy 

The Webquest program will specifically target the special interest of: Local 
History. Research has indicated that older learners are more comfortable and 
willing to undertake courses when programs focus on special interests and 
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motivation for learning (Fjok, n.d). Within the local history program, 
participants should be included in planning and scheduling in order to 
encourage independent thinking, allowing participants to take responsibility for 
their individual program outcomes and constraints (Fjok, n.d; Lee, 2012). 

Webquest Design for Seniors 

The National Library of Medicine (NLM, USA) (2002), Joseph (2006) and Lunn 
& Harper (2009) identify some physical impairment that may be associated 
with older learners, and should be taken into account when designing 
Webquest programs: 

• Poor eyesight and hearing 
• Difficulty with comprehension/decrease in cognitive abilities 
• Memory and recall abilities may be significantly lower 
• Decrease in physical strength 
• Reduced mobility 

Other constraints that are common with older learners include a reluctance to 
try new technology, a lack of confidence around computers, and a preference 
for learning from peers, older persons or familiar acquaintances (Lunn & 
Harper, 2008; Xie & Bugg, 2008). 

The Webquest program that will be designed will take these factors into 
account and will be created to specifically suit the needs of seniors with the 
inclusion of web accessibility features. Some design components that will be 
incorporated include: 

• Larger fonts in sans serif (NLM, 2002) 
• Double spacing of paragraphs 
• Basic colours: dark fonts on white backgrounds, with the ability to 

switch to inverted white writing on dark backgrounds if required 
• Only hyperlinks will be underlined 
• A basic layout in left justification, with clearly identified headings.  
• Images to be centred, or left-aligned 
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• Web pages to contain no more than 500 words 
• Basic program design in a structured and standard order 
• Inclusion of handouts and copies of the Webquest in hardcopy format 

for referral 
• Provision of writing materials 
• Revision of previous week’s program at the start of every session 
• Information resources will be chosen based on their usability: only one 

or two sources will be discussed in each class in order to decrease 
possibility of confusion and frustration (Gust, 2006) 

• Alternative medias will be available for tutorial, including audiovisual 
resources. 

Impact of the Webquest 

Inquiry Guided Learning allows users to interact and develop their research 
and information literacy skills by encouraging collaboration and an 
investigative approach to finding information (Kuhlthau, 2009). Webquests 
enforce inquiry guided learning by providing the tools and the opportunities for 
students to seek and evaluate information via a step-by-step web-based 
program, with facilitators available for supervision, feedback and training 
(Webquest.org, n.d).  

The United Nations identifies the key areas of development for older learners 
in communities, and their needs. Libraries have the responsibility and 
opportunity to provide best practice programs in assisting older learners, 
focusing on: 

• Independence, including information and learning independence 
(including ICT training) 

• Participation; planning, volunteering and participation in local history 
groups and discussions 

• Care (specifically including older learners in planning of libraries and 
collection/program development 
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• Self-fulfilment 
• Dignity, which may include providing older learners with the means to 

find employment and community opportunities  
(Joseph, 2006; Joseph, 2009). 
 
 

Program Purpose 

Public libraries have a responsibility to provide low-cost services and access 
to information to the community they represent (Xie & Jaeger, 2009). The 
State Library of NSW (2008) describes the aims of public libraries as: 

• enhanced quality of life 

• enhanced enjoyment from hobbies 

• ability to obtain information not available elsewhere 

• facilitation of lifelong learning 

• support for children’s education  
(i) 

This program has been designed as an enrichment course for users with 
special needs. Public libraries recognise the role of senior citizens in the 
community, and aim to create environments that foster lifelong learning and 
empowerment amongst older learners (Prasad, 2009). The Webquest has 
been formulated to meet the outcomes and expectations that are outlined in 
the San Antonia Public Library (SAPL) example that is reviewed by Pannaga 
Prasad in 2009. The library developed their ICT learning services as a 
measure of responding to the needs and expectations of older patrons.  

The aim of the Webquest is to provide a fun, social program that can enable 
members of the community to obtain access information that is not available 
elsewhere, and enhance their social and information literacy skills (SLNSW, 
2008). The program will also enhance the enjoyment of hobbies and 
experiences within the library for those that complete the course (SLNSW, 
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2008). 

This Webquest will attempt to respond to the United Nations Older learners 
framework (outlined on page 6) by creating a program that will allow older 
learners to develop their information literacy skills. Lifelong learning and 
information literacy fosters independence and respect within users, giving 
them confidence to continue learning at their own pace independently (ANZIL, 
2004 ).  

Skills learnt in the program will also provide users with the tools to share their 
learning and experience with others, and adapt them for volunteering or 
contributions to community discussions and groups (including family history 
groups). Some users may also find that the program will enable them the 
confidence to choose to facilitate future Webquest opportunities within the 
library. Libraries that adopt the Webquest will ensure that older learners are 
included in the planning stage, and should choose to incorporate the opinions 
and special interests of older learners in future Webquest programs. The 
Information literacy model that has been adopted is Kuhlthau’s 1995 
Information Skills Process, which follows six stages of information literacy 
learning. The program was originally designed for school children, and as a 
result, the principles have formed the basis for the structure of the program, 
but the assessment and rigidity that is required in a school setting has been 
made more flexible to account for older learners. The six stages have been 
identified as: 

 

1 – Defining the task/planning the structure and outcomes of the program 

2 – Locating and seeking information, using multiple sources and media;    
 understanding where information can be found 

3 – Selection of information (also known as exploration): what is useful, how 
to evaluate sources and information 
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4- Organising (Formulation) – structuring information in a useful system for 
review and collection. Reflection on personal outcomes and evaluation of the 
experience is also part of this stage. 

5 – Collection - devising the final method of presentation and what should be 
included, and using other sources to reiterate opinions and final presentations. 

6 – Presentation: sharing and communicating the information effectively. 

In conjunction with Kuhlthau’s Information Skills Process (1996), the library 
has also used the basic ISP diagram that was adopted by the NSW Board of 
Education in 2007 based on the original ISP model. The diagram follows a 
similar structure, but allows for final reflection, evaluation and assessment of 
the program at the end of the course. This is believed to be more in line with 
the general outcomes and expectations of the Webquest (NSW Board of 
Education, 2007). 
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Client Group: Older learners: local and family history focus. 

Question/problem: A history of our town or area 

Establishment Activity/Scenario: Begin or continue an exploration of the history and ancestry of your town, city or region with 
other interested people. How do you think where you live shapes who you are today? 

  Learning Activities 

Session #: 1 - Introduction to the course. 
Time: 1.5 hour 
Facilitators: Librarian, local history expert/volunteer 
IL tasks/skills focus: Stage 1, Stage 2 of the Information Process: Task definition and Planning; Selection (Kuhlthau, 1995). 
‘Round table’ discussion: participants can contribute the following: 

• Name and brief intro 
• Reasons for joining the program 
• Expectations of program 
• Previous experience and exposure to local history learning and digital sources 
• Areas of interest specific to local history (e.g. war memorials, schools, women’s history, local families etc) 

Outline of basic program framework:  
• How we will find information  
• What types of information we are looking for 
• What we will need 
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Brainstorm with participants to determine level of detail, specific interests to target (based on introduction) and whether 
participants may choose to work in small groups on certain tasks (such as a war memorial focused group etc). 1Identify 
schedule changes that may arise from brainstorming for future sessions (schedule should be in place before program begins 
in order to ensure it adheres to older learners best practices) 
Identify some outcomes of the program that can be worked towards, e.g. 

• Collaborative document that can be available in hard or electronic format (such as a book/record)H 
• Historypin profile for the group, town or region  
• Individual participant goal: book, scrapbook, presentation etc. 

TASK DEFINITION & PLANNING: participants to outline their motivation, program tasks (special interest topic) and expected 
outcomes.  
Technology lesson 1: email setup 

• Many of the social book marking and online media tools that will be used will require an email login.  
• Determine which users may need an email account set up, and assist them in creating one for login 
• Give a short, succinct rundown of email and its uses (keep it simple to avoid confusion). 

Activity for next week: send an email to a group member about the Webquest; post one note to the Webquest 
(trainer’s note: Seek individual information from participants about any physical constraints or limitations that may require extra 

support from staff) 
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Scaffolding documents 

Session specific documents 

• Program outline and outcomes 
• brainstorming tools and questions that can be answered throughout the course as the information is discovered 
• Contact list for facilitators and participants (some may wish to meet outside program parameters for discussion) 
• Personal objectives sheet (participants can write down their goals and expectations of the program, level of source 

quality etc) 
• Email instruction sheet:  

- what email is and how it is used 
- Include diagrams that show step-by-step process of finding information in email folders.  
- Include explanation of attachments and how to be careful opening documents (security) 
- Provide a space for participants to include their login/password details for reference 

• Brainstorming templates for groups  

General Documents 

Materials to be provided with a ring binder or folder that can be added to: as the sessions are taught, new resources and 
hardcopy documents may be added for reference.  
Materials for notes: pens, pencils and notepads that can be used throughout the program 
The Webquest will have a ‘wiki’ type portal, where students can post notes that can be stored for later use. This assists in 
storing information (Stage 3 of the ISP) and will also come in handy for Session #5 of the program (social book marking and 
‘pinning’). 
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Information Resources 

Resources that will be used throughout the course include:  
• local library collection on local history, databases and catalogues for resources (Trove, state library, council databases 

available to the public);  
• local agencies or groups that may be able to provide information (including museums, galleries etc);  
• social book marking tools such as Historypin and delicious.com,  
• Government registers of births, deaths, marriages;  
• Other government portals such as ABS, Free and paid repositories e.g. Ancestry.com;  
• Directories of family and local history organisations,  
• General history resources (e.g. Australian War Memorial, state archives). 

List of technology and learning tools to be used:  
• public access pcs 
• email 
• slideshare.net 
• Microsoft office suite including windows media player and PowerPoint  
• Camtasia  
• white boards and projector notes 
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Application of theory 

Inquiry Guided information literacy continuums begin with task definition and planning (Kuhlthau, 2009). The ‘Launch’ of the six 
week program has been designed to actively engage participants in defining the tasks before them. The Information Process 
(2007) indicates that gauging the participants’ prior knowledge and experience in local history, IGL and digital literacy is 
important for facilitators when planning structure and support for users throughout the program.  
Inquiry guided learning programs such as Webquests should seek to encourage participant interaction and collaboration into 
developing programs (Lee, 2012). Information literacy should incorporate learning motivation and instinct, identifying why 
participants want to learn and what motivates them to develop their information literacy skills. By including them in the planning 
process and specifically targeting their special interests, facilitators have a greater chance of educating and fostering lifelong 
learning in users (Shenton & Fitsgibbons, 2009). 
Older learners are able to follow and comprehend instructions independently, however information and documentation should 
be provided in both electronic and hardcopy form, with web accessibility and/or formatting designed to allow for physical 
restraints (such as poor eyesight) (Joseph, 2006; Lunn & Harper, 2009; National Institute on Ageing, n.d). Fojk (n.d.) suggests 
instructions should be explicitly stated and succinct, written in a structure that provides clear learning outcomes as a way of 
relaxing older learners and ‘de-mystifying’ learning with technology (Fjok, n.d; Joseph, 2006).  

Information literacy and web programs developed for older learners should aim to reduce formal evaluation and assessment 
requirements in order to create a relaxed, social environment that encourages learning and fun (Fjok, n.d). Joseph (2009), Lee 
(2012) and Fjok (n.d) all suggest that some type of guided outcome or informal assessment of skills is advisable in information 
literacy, with Fjok(n.d) identifying a need to compare skills with initial expectations and motivation more predominant in older 
learners (6).  
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Library programs that are developed in a ‘one-shot’, single session environment are not the most effective method of imparting 
information skills. Incorporating multi-media platforms such as PowerPoint, audio-visual tools and online web 2.0 tools has a 
greater chance of increasing student learning capability and enriching participants in information literacy programs 
(Gustavson, Whitehurst & Hisle, 2011). The information resources that have been briefly outlined identify how the library plans 
to use multi-media and various online resources to facilitate learning.  
Prasad (2009), Fjok (n.d) and Shepherd & Aagard (2011) all state that older learners enjoy programs that are designed to 
encourage collaboration and guidance amongst peers. The Independent Learning Task (i.e. homework) for the week has been 
set to encourage online discussion and collaboration amongst participants. Shepherd & Aagard (2011) also indicate that web 
2.0 tools such as Webquests can be beneficial for older learners as they allow people who may have physical constraints that 
make it difficult to write the ability to interact and record information in a variety of media formats. 
!

!

!

!

!

!

!
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  Learning Activities 

Session #: 2–Local physical databases and library collections 
Time: 1.5 hour 
Facilitators: Librarian, local history expert/volunteer, representative from a local history group/agency (e.g. museum or council 
records) 
IL tasks/skills focus: Stage 2, Stage 3, Stage 5 of the Information Process : Locate, seek, select and explore information 
Session 1 recap: email. Ask participants if they have experimented with sending and receiving email during the week (this may 
be from the public access computers in the library) 
Library collection 
(trainer’s note: Seek individual information from participants about any physical constraints or limitations that may require extra 

support from staff) 

• How to find family and local history in the local library (physical location of shelves, Dewey reference for other libraries) 
• Types of documents/records kept in the library 

- Books and quartos 
- Microfiche 
- Maps 
- Photographs 
- Audio-visual 
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• How to search the catalogue online 
- Boolean operators 
- Search terms 
- Reserving items 
- Relevance/evaluation  

• Participants to work in groups to find information and reserve it from local collection 
Activity for next week: seek, find and reserve an item for the Webquest program from the library collection using the 
catalogue only.  

Participants to use search techniques to find information from: 
• Council 
• Museum 
• Schools 
• Other local databases 

- visiting representative to discuss 
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Scaffolding documents 

Session specific documents 

Library collection instruction sheet:  
• Dewey decimal cheat sheet (classifications only) 
• recap on search terms and records classifications (book, DVD, e-book etc) 
• links to catalogues and contacts: Webquest (physical screen shot to show where they are kept on the Webquest) 
• Provide a space for participants to include their login/password details for reference 

Source reference sheets: include spaces for participants to identify where they found information, contact details, the type of 
information, and how it can be used (note: this is important in the organising/evaluating Stage [3] of the ISP). 
Information Resources 

‘Tips for Evaluating Sources’: http://www.sl.nsw.gov.au/discover_collections/history_nation/index.html 
‘How to research’ – tips for finding information and records: http://guides.slv.vic.gov.au/content.php?pid=81642&sid=605794 
Local collection references, such as ‘The Melbourne Collection’, which is a section in all Melbourne Library branches dedicated 
to fiction and non-fiction about the local area 
http://www.melbourne.vic.gov.au/MelbourneLibraryService/services/Documents/Melbourne%20list.pdf 
Catalogue searching guide: http://www.historyvictoria.org.au/collections/rhsv-search-guide 
Victorian local history thesaurus (can be transferred to other states): 
http://collections.historyvictoria.com.au/rhsvdatabases/ThesApr11/index.htm 
!
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Application of theory 

Partnerships with other community agencies, groups or societies can allow the library to develop a stronger, more conclusive 
information literacy program (Prasad, 2009). The session has been designed to be jointly run by the regular tutors, with a 
visiting guest from a local, regional, state or national enterprise that can collaborate on resources and materials. 
Joseph (2006) and Fjok (n.d) recognise that physical constraints may cause encumbrances for those participating and 
explicitly state that tutors and facilitators should discuss any limitations with participants. As with last week, this session 
includes a trainer’s Session 2 has been designed to encourage older learners to find information that is already available to 
them in hardcopy in their local library. Many of the records and items in libraries are from a variety of mediums, including 
microfiche and audio-visual. note asking that they seek information from individuals regarding any possible physical 
encumbrances that may result in participants’ requiring extra support. Examples include microfiche machines that can cause 
headaches and create problems for those with poor eyesight, audio-visual tools for those who may have hearing constraints, 
or location, weight and/or size of documents (including maps) that may be difficult to manage for older learners with physical 
disabilities or poor mobility (Fjok, n.d.). 
Older learners like to transfer their skills into every day situations, preferring to focus on learning techniques and tools that can 
be used into other scenarios. (Fjok, n.d). The inclusion of searching techniques and library collection/catalogue training allows 
participants to further their skills and use the catalogue for finding and borrowing items that may not be relevant to local history 
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in the future, such as books, DVDs or health and legal information. 

The session has been designed to concentrate on library collections, following the recommendations of Gust (2006). In her 
review of the Michigan State University Evening College’s information literacy program for older learners, she identified a need 
for emphasis on resources that participants will have easy access to.  
The second session of the Webquest will incorporated Stage 2 and principles of Stage 3 of the Information Skills Process 
(Kuhlthau, 1995). Stage 2 describes how users will locate and seek information from a variety of sources, including physical 
copies. Information literacy embraces the shared concepts of other literacy programs, including ICT and library literacy (Koltay, 
2010). Koltay states that “information literacy emphasizes the need for careful retrieval and selection of information available 
and places prime emphasis on recognising message quality, authenticity and creditability” (250). 
Kuhlthau (1995) suggests that facilitators should reassure participants that timeframes are varied and flexible in Stage 2, with 
some participants likely to take longer than others to find information. Gust (2006), Joseph (2006) and Fjok (n.d.) all identify 
older learners as those who may become frustrated with difficulties in technology, however they are also more likely to assist 
each other and prefer the support of those similar in age. Encouraging this practice not only supports the facilitator by reducing 
scheduling and learning pressures, but greatly improves feelings of confidence and empowerment that are consistent with 
people who have well-developed information literacy skills (Lee, 2012). 
Stage 3 principles of organising and evaluating information has been introduced early in the program, as research suggests 
that older learners are more likely to be self-sufficient and have already identified exactly what kind of information they are 
looking for. (Gust, 2006). As stated in the ‘general materials’ section of Session 1, the Webquest has been designed to have 
wiki or notes capability, to allow users the opportunity to save information online. They have also been given hardcopy 
materials that can be used, and this session has been designed to enable the faster learners to start piecing together their 
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resources for final collaboration.  
 

  Learning Activities 

Session #: 3– electronic databases and collections 
Time: 1.5 hour 
Facilitators: Librarian x2, local history expert/volunteer 
IL Skills Focus: Stage 2, Stage 3, Stage 5 the Information Skills Process (Kuhlthau, 1995) 
Recap of library collections and catalogue: did anyone request anything from the electronic catalogue? What have we found 

since last week in the local collections? 
Electronic databases 

• How to access databases on national, state or local library catalogues (web accessibility to be taken into account) 
• Online searching techniques 

- Boolean operators, search terms, wildcards 
- Relevance, integrity, accuracy, authenticity 

• Types of records 
• How to print or download 

E- Collections 
• Identify some of the major resources that can be found online through library websites. 
• Use the searching techniques developed last week to find and identify relevant sources in databases 

Collection to look at as a group during the session: TROVE. 
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For next week: identify 3 sources from at least 2 medias (images, print, audio etc) that have been found via the 
TROVE or other e-collections.  

Scaffolding documents 

Session specific documents 

Hardcopy sitemap or xml structure of library websites with e-collection for quick reference and recall of where to find 
information  
Searching overview – hardcopy reference of search terms, Boolean operators, hyperlinks, file downloads etc 
Search results sheet: participants can store the websites, search terms and notes of any sources they have found on the 
computer so that they may access them again in the future without going through the process from the very beginning 
TROVE step-by-step guide: could be created via Camtasia with audio instructing users how to find TROVE, search the 
collections, download information and store it.  
Information Resources 
NLA guide to government gazettes: http://www.nla.gov.au/research-guides/finding-government-gazettes-getting-started 
NLA family history services (including BDM, military records etc) http://www.nla.gov.au/our-services/family-history 
State based history resources available electronically (such as the Victorian history portal at State Library of Victoria: 
http://www.slv.vic.gov.au/learn/online-education-resources/history-resources) 
Digital collections specific to state: http://www.slv.vic.gov.au/victorian-historical-journal;  
NSW State Library ‘History or our Nation’ collection: http://www.sl.nsw.gov.au/discover_collections/history_nation/index.html 

Trove: www.trove.nla.gov.au 
Victorian local history thesaurus: http://collections.historyvictoria.com.au/rhsvdatabases/ThesApr11/index.htm 
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Application of theory 

Digital literacy requires an understanding and practice of identifying, accessing and retrieving information from electronic 
resources in order to evaluate and share via digital presentations (Martin 2006, Koltay, 2010). Koltay (2009) suggests that 
digital literacy should be incorporated into information literacy frameworks through the introduction and evaluation of electronic 
and digital resources.  
The teaching process of Session 3 has greatly reduced the amount of ‘teacher talk’, compared to the first two sessions. Lee 
(2012) suggests that inquiry guided learning programs such as the ISP will result in participants becoming more relaxed and 
confident with making decisions about information if they are in charge of their own learning strategy and pace. Fjok (n.d) 
recommends program creators plan sessions that enable facilitators to approach tutoring from the perspective of 
‘orchestrating’ as opposed to ‘dispensing’ knowledge (25). 
A second librarian has been introduced to the teaching group in order to allow for more support and time for participants who 
may struggle with electronic collections and databases. Gust (2006) suggests that online databases can cause some 
frustration or resistance in users lacking confidence, or for those who are not familiar with library catalogues from other 
regions, or at a state or national level. 

Websites that are designed with basic formats and low reliance on graphics are easier to follow for older learners (NLM, 2003). 
The thesaurus that has been provided on the Webquest for reference is easy to read for those requiring web accessibility 
options, and relies on basic formatting and hyper linking to relevant terms and other sources (History Victoria, n.d). Sources 
have been chosen based on their usability, design and transference capability for other skills, training purposes or general 
use.  
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TROVE (NLA, 2013) has been chosen as the main focus for students for the session, due to its usability, accessibility and 
range of documents. The web interface is easy to follow for older learners, and the featured collections on the main page are 
more likely to pique interest amongst those who are focusing on local history. TROVE is also a good place to start due to its 
comprehensive collection, and the reduced likelihood of participants needing to navigate to external sites for more information. 
By keeping the session focused on one, detailed collection and website, the Webquest session allows users to develop their 
skills in sorting, organising and evaluating information (Stage 3 of the ISP; Kuhlthau, 1995) rather than being distracted or 
discouraged by multiple websites (Lunn & Harper, 2009).  
This week’s independent learning task has been designed to encourage individual learning and guidance using the e-
collections. Many of the records that are held on e-collections can attract the interest of older learners outside of local history 
(fashion, government gazettes, and sporting history are some examples), and so the Webquest has attempted to find tasks 
that will allow the users to transfer their skills into tasks that will interest them in the future (Joseph, 2006).  
!

!

!

!

!

!

!
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  Learning Activities 

Session #: 4– ancestry.com and other commercial websites 
Time: 1.5 hour 
Facilitators: Digital Librarian, local history expert/volunteer 
IL Skills focus: Stage 2, Stage 3, Stage 4 Stage 5, Information Skills Process (Kuhlthau, 1995);  
Recap and round table reflection on week 3: types of information found in e-collections.  
Reflection of program so far: improvements to be made, and scheduling changes that may arise. 
Overview of finding websites and searching the web 

• Google 
• Recap of search terms and techniques: how this has helped us to find information from other sources 

Ancestry.com 
• Types of records that are found on the website 
• How to request information 
• How to share and add information (Stage 5 of the ISP) 

Activity for next week: find and share 2 websites that you found through Google. Ancestry.com: did anyone have 

information to add to the website during the week? 
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Scaffolding documents 

Session specific documents 

 
Ancestry.com search tips: provided in hardcopy and electronic format: 
http://www.ancestry.com.au/learn/learningcenters/default.aspx?section=lib_au_tentoptips 
Family tree templates that can be used for local family research (available from ancestry.com, or a basic format may be 
created by facilitators) 
Personal Objectives sheet – halfway reflection: document that can be compared with original POS from session 1 to track 
progress and identify any concerns, struggles or interests that may require more time. Participants can use this document for 
individual goal setting and motivation. 

Information Resources 
Early Australian census records: http://guides.slv.vic.gov.au/earlycensus 
Historical and Archive societies, such as the Royal Historical Society of Victoria: http://www.historyvictoria.org.au/collections 
Ancestry.com www.ancestry.com 
Ancestry.com tutorials and guides in audio visual format, available on Youtube via their channel: 
http://www.youtube.com/user/AncestryCom 
‘Organising your genealogy research’ – available from: 
http://www.genealogydecoded.com/ahha_moments_for_genealogyists_blog/category/organizing-your-genealogy-research/ 
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Application of theory 

Search tips and techniques that have been learnt in previous sessions will apply to this lesson. Similarly, information about 
local groups, societies and families that may have been discovered by those who have chosen to focus on them as their 
special interest may form the basis for searching and discovering more detailed information on websites such as Ancestry.com 
that target specific, detailed resources for family history. 
Participants should now be more confident and capable of undertaking information searches and evaluation due to the 
structure of the program. Lee (2012) suggests that IGL programs such as the Information Skills Process should be structured 
to build on skills, with participants gaining more independence in learning. The session has also been designed to allow for 
less teacher time and more hands on learning by participants, following the ‘Tiffany’s approach to information literacy teaching 
for older learners, detailed by Gust (2006). 
Information Resources include multi-media options such as the YouTube channel for ancestry.com (2013). This has been 
included as a way of encouraging learning and access to more than one type of learning technique, as suggested by 
Gustavson, Whitehurst & Hisle (2011). The audio visual option also gives students who have difficulty comprehending print 
information on websites with an alternative method of instruction for accessing information on the ancestry.com website (NLM, 
2009, Lunn & Harper, 2009).  

A digital librarian, or a library staff member who is comfortable and confident with instruction of websites and digital resources 
has been identified as necessary for facilitation for this session. This is particularly important with the introduction to general 
web searching and Google; Gust (2006) and Lunn & Harper (2009) indicate that older learners can be resistant to web 
searching due to pre-existing concerns or confusion. It is imperative that the facilitators are patient and clear in instruction, and 
should have experience with step-by-step training for users with special needs (Gust, 2006; Joseph, 2006). 
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Other information resources that include historical societies will be given to participants for further study and exploration in 
their own time. This will allow more focus in class to be concentrated on Ancestry.com, which is a large, interactive site that 
requires a slow learning process. Gust (2006) suggests that programs designed for the special needs of older learners should 
focus on one key resource at a time in order to reduce ‘overloading’ learners with information. Information from historical 
societies can usually be accessed through other means. 
Skills that are specific to information literacy that are being developed during this session are part of Stages 2, 3 and 4 of the 
Information Skills Process, specifically: 

• ‘recognising the worth of sources’ (stage 2) 
• ‘recalling relevant information and skills from previous experience’ (stage 2, pertaining to the skills that have been learnt 

in previous lessons) 
• Evaluating information based on relevancy, authenticity and accuracy (Stage 3) 
• Searching with key words, wildcards and operators to find specific information (Stage 4) 
• Identifying information that can be related to the task or special interest e.g. websites and blogs (Stage 4) 
• Creating record-keeping systems for information and research – provided in the information resource ‘how to organise 

your genealogy research’ from the Genealogy Decoded website (Stage 4) 
Halfway reflection and second personal objectives sheet allows participants the opportunity to reflect on their learning so far, 
and identify any constraints or concerns they are having. Lee (2012) and Gust (2006) suggest that reflection mid-way in 
programs gives users the power to make decisions about their learning and increase motivation for continuing development. 
The process is important as part of the information literacy program designed by Kuhlthau (1995) which requires students to 
reflect and find perspective  in their learning.  
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  Learning Activities 

Session #: 5– Historypin, Pinterest and social book marking 
Time: 1.5 hour 
Facilitators: Librarian, local history expert/volunteer 
IL Skills focus: Stages 2, 3 4, 5 of the Information Skills Process (Kuhlthau, 1995) 
Social book marking and ‘pins’ 

• Overview: how ‘pins’ work 
• Folksonomy/tagging overview  
• How to search for information with keyword indexing (folksonomy) 

Historypin 
• Getting started: logging in, creating a group collection 
• Tours, collections and pins: how to attach information to a place 
• Searching for existing information for a town, city, state or country 

 Pinterest 
• Differences between Historypin and Pinterest 
• How to create boards 
• How to re-pin existing information 

Activity for the week: pin 5 photos/pieces of information to the group Historypin or Pinterest pages. Prepare for final 

session discussion. 
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Scaffolding documents 

Session specific documents 

List of common tags that can be applied to social book marking; e.g. 
• <place> Australia, Victoria, Melbourne, East Melbourne, Yarra River etc 
• <date range> e.g. 1920s OR 1927 OR 1920-1929 OR 20th century etc 
• <media type> image, microfiche etc 
• <source type> archives, census, BDM etc 
• <subject> memorial, school, fashion, women, tractors etc 
• <name> Mrs Smith, Rose Smith etc 

List of existing Historypin and Pinterest profiles that can be used for reference, or as a guide including 
• State Library of Queensland Historypin collections (including Qld towns, Brisbane River etc): 

http://www.Historypin.com/channels/view/id/8760004/#|collections/all/ 
• Central Northern Regional Libraries war memorial collection for Tamworth, NSW on Historypin: 

http://www.Historypin.com/channels/view/14849045/#|collections/view/id/25449012/title/Tamworth%20Regional%20Cou
ncil%20War%20Memorials 

• The Rapid City Local History Pinterest board from Rapid City Library: http://pinterest.com/rapidcitylib/local-history/ 

Information on responsibilities of referencing and acknowledging sources, including Copyright laws in Australia.  
Outline why it is important to reference the original source (does not have to be in a standard such as APA or Harvard: it could 
simply be the name of the photographer, a link to the page or a short line indicating where the source came from). This is 
important for any collaboration or individual presentation, such as a book or biography. 
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Creation of a group board for Historypin and Pinterest. Allow participants the chance to choose the one they think is most 
suitable for them (Historypin is great for location and images, Pinterest allows uses to pin links to web pages and documents 
through an image). 
Give all participants access to both boards. 
Final feedback questionnaire and reflection sheet that will be handed out at the end of the session, for next session. 
Information Resources 
Print out: ‘Social book marking for dummies’: Retrieved from http://socialadr.com/mod/help/Social-Bookmarking-for-
Dummies.pdf 
Pinterest for Seniors: Available from:!http://computersavvyseniors.blogspot.com.au/2012/03/pinterest-youve-got-to-try-it.html 
(great site for older learners on the internet in general) 
The Historypin YouTube channel offers tutorials and guides for those who need extra support or web accessibility options: 
http://www.youtube.com/user/Historypin 
 

Application of theory 

Stage five of the Information Skills Process has been touched on in other sessions, however Session 5 is where it becomes a 
major focus of the lesson. Kuhlthau (1995) describes Stage 5 of her ISP as the ‘Collection’ stage: where note taking, 
information organisation and connection to the task are shaped into a final presentation draft (it should be noted that the 6th 
stage, Presentation is not part of this process). The social book marking sites that have been chosen are ideal for collecting 
information and preparing it to be shared with others. One of the major outcomes in information literacy that should be focused 
on is clear interpretation and communication of information (ANZIL, 2004).  
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Historypin is not the easiest website to navigate, however it is one of the most current and popular social book marking tools 
being used amongst archivists, libraries and community groups. A YouTube channel of tutorials has been provided to ensure 
that all students have the opportunity to review and practice using the site in their own time, with the ability to work at their own 
pace (Gust, 2006; NLM, 2006). A hardcopy basic guide on general social book marking has also been provided in order to 
ensure some materials that are included are not based on the web (Gustavson, Whitehaven & Hisle, 2011).  
It is important for students to understand the importance of social book marking and tagging, and to use a standard framework 
that can be applied to all documents. The guide to social tagging that has been created as a session document by the 
facilitators identifies common tags that the group may use, based on xml elements in Australian government agencies (Dublin 
Core, 2013). 
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  Learning Activities 

Session #: 6– Final group collaboration; review of program sessions, reflection and evaluation 
Time: 1.5 hour 
Facilitators: Librarian, local history expert/volunteer 
IL Skills focus: Stage 4, 5 and Stage 6 the Information Skills Process (Kuhlthau, 1995) 
Group Pinterest board and Historypin board presentation/discussion (projector so all can see together) 

• Final pins – special interest groups 
• Discussion about what could be added in the future 
• Participants will now be able to continue pinning at their leisure: the boards are the legacy of their Webquest program 

and they meet up for discussions together if they choose 
• Now have the tools to find information and communicate via email 

‘Round table’ discussion: participants can contribute the following individually: 
• what they’ve learnt during the program re: special interest 
• what they’ve learnt about information and digital literacy (the internet, Webquests etc) 
• did the program satisfy their expectations? 
• Do they think they’ll carry on with Webquest learning or even volunteering 
• Hardest part of the program 
• Best part of the program 

 
Scaffolding documents 
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Session specific documents 

Hardcopies of the Webquest information that has been added by participants 
Final review of the program 
Feedback form for facilitators – anonymous (to be completed by the students) 
Final survey of Webquest (ranking 1-5 questions) 
Questionnaire can include recommendations by students for topics for future programs. 
Self-evaluation form for all facilitators  
Information Resources 
List of library programs that are upcoming that may be of interest for older learners in the group 

List of community groups that may be of interest 
Application of theory 

The final session of the Webquest program has been designed with no new learning strategies in place. Students are instead 
asked to talk openly about their findings during the course; they may speak together in special interest groups, or nominate 
one or two people who will speak on behalf of others. The presentations are deliberately informal: as with every other session, 
the Webquest program has been designed to suit the special needs of older learners and standard IGL models have been 
adapted from their traditional teaching roles for school and tertiary students (Gust, 2006; Lee, 2012). Therefore, the 
presentations offer a chance for the students to share and communicate their findings (in line with the 1996 Kuhlthau model) in 
a relaxed and fun mode (Fjok, n.d).  
 
Feedback surveys and evaluation forms allow all persons involved in the program to reflect and assess the validity and 
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success of the program (NSW Board of Education, 2007). Facilitators have also been provided with questionnaires as a way of 
allowing them a chance to objectively review the program, and make suggestions for improvements.  
According to the NLM (2006), Fjok (n.d) and Lunn & Harper (2009), older learners enjoy opportunities to impart knowledge and 
provide assistance to their peers. As such, the final session also provides materials that serve to motivate and encourage 
students to consider re-joining the program in the mentor or volunteering capacity in order to assist facilitators (Gust, 2006).  
The final reflection and comparison documents provide learners with the opportunity to review their progress and identify 
developments in their information literacy skills (Kuhlthau, 1995l; Gust, 2006; Joseph, 2006). Information literacy and inquiry 
guided learning programs are designed to enrich students and motivate them (Lee, 2012). This particular course has been 
created with self-controlled and paced learning in mind, encouraging learners to find the interests and topics that stimulate 
their learning and develop skills that will give them greater independence and empowerment (Gustavson, Whitehurst & Hisle, 
2010; Shenton & Hay-Gibson, 2011).  
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Evaluation 

The program will be evaluated in a continuing process throughout its lifecycle. 

Public library programs are not as simple to review and assess at information 

literacy programs designed for school or tertiary institutions, and the flexibility 

of the environment dictates that the program is treated similarly (Lee, 2012). 

Older learners respond better to courses that are structured and systematic in 

approach, but do not contain strong assessment protocols (Gust, 2006). As 

such, the Webquest cannot rely on student assessment outcomes as a basis 

for evaluating the program on a whole. Sessions 5 and 6 provide participants 

and facilitators with questionnaires and feedback survey forms that they can 

complete anonymously. The program will use the results from the feedback to 

form a general method of assessing program success, with results tallied and 

analysed according to responses. Some feedback questions that can be 

included are: 

Q: Are you satisfied with the level of information that this program has 

offered? Circle the best answer: 

1 2 3 4 5 

Not satisfied Somewhat satisfied Neither Satisfied Very satisfied 

 

Further comments: 

Q: Would you recommend the program to others to try? Circle the best 

answer. 

1 2 3 

NO Maybe Yes 

 

Further comments:  
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Facilitators will also be given the opportunity to provide feedback for the 

program, with questions directed mainly at the course organization, level of 

support offered from the library and partnering organisations, quality of 

materials and information resources that are designed and offered, and 

overall expectations and recommendations for the future.  

The course may also be evaluated using simple reporting techniques that 

record Webquest portal information and general library statistics. One such 

example could be through recording hits to the Webquest: there is a high 

chance that at the beginning of the program participants will be logging in and 

using the Webquest at a higher frequency than during later sessions. General 

library statistics based on borrowing and requesting of collection items may 

also provide further evaluation techniques: spikes in interest in local library 

collection items, or an increase in requests for items that are relevant for the 

Webquest could suggest that the program is successful in engaging and 

fostering lifelong learning. Attendance to sessions, increases in borrowing 

items for participants, increases to the overall library attendance or increases 

in new members could all be contributing factors in measuring the programs 

success.  

Perhaps one of the most telling signs of a successful program however, will 

be the overall response, recommendations and enthusiasm of participants t 

the new Historypin and Pinterest pages that have been created. Gust (2006) 

indicates that older learners are more likely than other learners to show 

interest in volunteering or sharing information with others: if the Webquest 

program succeeds in creating new facilitation volunteers or encourages 

patrons to support each other in learning new skills, shown through the 

continuing maintenance and management of the two social book marking 

sites, it can be assumed that the Local History Webquest has added to the 

library enrichment and enhancement for patrons in the community.  
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